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Rob Weisman, Esq.
Center for the Study of Responsive Law
P.O. Box 19367
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Rob:

After several months of completely one-sided correspondence, it's quite obvious that the only way
we're going to get anything accomplished is if I come down to Washington for a meeting ace-to-acl
- preferably with Mr. Nader.

We know Mr. Nader is extremely busy and thank him sincerely for all the important work he does
on behalf of the public interest. However, it's not productive, and certainly disheartening for us to
communicate by letters which, if read, are plainly getting pushed to the side in the presJ of all the
larger and more immediate issues you are dealing with. How else to explain not getting copies of --
or even info about -. any of the long laundry list of Nader's Raiders' publications which you told me
to itemize when I asked you about them at our January 2lst meeting -- and which I did itlmize in my
January 23rd letter?

Of course, what we want from Mr. Nader is more than books. We want his guidance and assistance
in building CJA and his endorsement of our worh preferably by becoming a member of CJA's Board
ofDirectors. How can this happen if no one at the Center for the Study of Responsive Law reviews
the documentary materials we have sent or our Funding Proposal, which summarizes our stunning
portfolio of achievements since 1989 and contains our "Work Plan" for the future?

We know we are not the only citizens' organization whose work "in the vineyards" needs Mr.
Nader's nurturing. Frankly, we are most concerned because it seems that the Center is not
organizationally equipped to respond to us and, assumedly, to other worthy citizen activists. Alas,
isn't it counterproductive for Mr. Nader to exhaust himself travelling around the country to inspire
citizens to initial action, when his Center staffis not able to recognize and facilitate the continued
action of citizens already mobilized -- particularly when it is their concerted and sustained action
which will bring results? Indeed, on the most basic level, what's the point of so many wonderful
Nader's Raider's reports on citizen actiorl if citizens groups such as ours can't even get hold of them
and benefit from their strategy suggestions?



I{ as it appeant, the Center has inzufficient "intake" staffto handle the inquiries and requests for Mr.
Nader's sponsorship and guidance that it receives, then maybe I can help. i am planningio spend July
and August in Washington and would be happy to volunteer a day aweek at th; Centei for such truly
important purpose.

Indeed, I will be coming down to Washington next week to scout around for a summer sublet and
to make arrangements for the research work that I will be doing on capitol Hill and in various
archives relating, primarily, to misconduct by federal judges.

Please let me know if Mr. Nader would be available to meet with me during my upcoming
Washington visit: Sunday, June lst - Tuesday, June 3rd. If not, my summer offer to volunteer at the
Center still stands.

Thank you.
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Yours for a quality judiciary,

€&ns--
ELENA RUTH SASSOWE\ Coordinator
Center for Judicial Accountability, Inc.

Enclosures

FYI, enclosed (by mail) is a copy of my May l4th testimony before the Association
of the Bar of the City ofNew York. Also enclosed (by mail) is my March 26th letter
to David Madeck. My earlier letter to Mr. Vladeck, dated March I lth, which
provided an overview of the case for which I sought Public Citizen's assistance (a
cautionary tale for those engaged in citizen action), is already in your possession .
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